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The intents and purposes of this thesis need to be set forth in 

order that the reader be bette~ able to understand more fully the nature 

and scope of this woni.:. 

It is the purpose ot this thesis to study residential design and 

construction of recent years with particular reference to new materials 

and techniques, particularly the use of pl~ood and prefabrication. This 

is done in order to determine the relative importance of this material and 

method in the fu.ture of the bu.ilding industry. The major portion of the 

discu.ssion which follows gives information on them with care being taken 

to relate all sides of the question under consideration. Conclusions reached 

as a result of the research are given. 

In order to understand fully the problems of prefabrication and its 

advantages and disadvantages, a project has been undertaken involving the 

design of a prefabrication system. Su.ch a system, it is felt, should be 

such that the members of which it is composed are universally applicable to 

any kind. of designs. A. typical family bas been arbitrarily chosen for 

which a floor plan was developed to serve as a gu.ide in the design of the 

prefabrication system. The resu.lts of this project appear in the final 

chapter of this teit and the drawings are included inside the back cover. 

It is hoped that this thesis will serTe to present concise yet 

reasonably clear and cC1Dplete information and opinions regarding its 

subject. 
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CHA.PTm l 

Vill14 IS .PfilFABRIWI(li? 

Hor a period ot more than ten years the term, prefabrication, bas 

increased in general use until tbe architectaral profession is now begin-

ning to regard that method of building as haviog important potentialities 

in its effect on the building industr7, particularly residences. in the 

imnediate future. This term, however, has been used to designate various 

degrees of fabrication ot a product before it is employed in the actual 

erection of a structure. It then seems e:xpedient to define the scope ot 

prefabri~tion as a basis tor succeeding discussions concerning the reasons 

tor its u.se. 

The word, fabricate, means to construct according to 'liebster' s Dic-

tiOn&r1· And the preti:x .12.[,I- means before. From these facts we can draw the 

conclu.sion that to prefabricate means to construct before. Throughout its 

use prefabrication has always implied the construction of products before 

their actual incorporation in a structure. <me might argue then that ever, 

piece must be cut to fit for u.se as it is nee<ied if it is not the req\lired 

shape, and that is a form of prefabrication. Since this is a form ot construc-

tion before use of a member in a building, such an opinion is basically justi-

fied. In this sense prefabrication has always been a method of construction. 

It is, of course, a laborious handcraft operation. From this e:xtreme to the 

other of factory mass-production prefabrication can rightfully be employed to 

indicate a method of construction in the b~ilding of any structure. 



The first obvious step in tha breakdo~~ of the general term of pre-

fabrication is its division into job or site fabrication and factory fab-

rication. Ever since the beginning of building parts have been worked to 

desired forms on the job. At the present it is often common practice to 

set up machinery at the site of erection to permit a more efficient produc-

tion of the pieces necessary for the construction. The industrial revolution 

has and is continually causing more units of a building to be assembled in 

the factory and to arrive on the job ready for use. 

Daring the conscious and determined efforts of recent years in meth-

ods of prefabrication the tendency of development has been from job fabrication 

to factory fabrication. 

Upon analysis prefabrication then becomes an exceedingly general term. 

In following discussions it will be necessary to i!ldicate its changes of mean-

ing in their development. 

In conclusion it may be well to quote a formal definition ot prefabri-

cation as given by Samuel Paul of the firm of Matern, Graff and Paul, which 

has conducted experiments in prefabricated residences. "Prefabrication is 

overall b\lilding planning from raw material to finished product. Design 

factory fabrication, field fabrication, and erection are organized and co-
l ordinated on the basis of mass production." This definition forcefully 

shows that prefabrication is a general term covering the complete process 

involved in building. 

1 From "Prefabrication Pattern" by Samuel Paul, Pencil Points, Apr. 1943, pp. 56. 
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CHAPTER II 

WHY PREl'i..BRICATION; WHA:r AhE 
.PROBLElViS I:JVGLVH.;G ITS ADvPTION? 

Recently there has been much controversy over the merits or dis-

advantages of prefabrication. To be able to dra~ any worthwhile con-

clusions concerning this kind or construction, it will be necessary 

to revie~ arguments f,iven for and against it, and in so doing the ad-

vantages e.nu disadvantages of its use will become evident. 

As has alreA.dy been pointed out, prefabrication is a general 

term. r..:ost of the present advocates of such a r.eans of building in-

fer that factory mass-production is the ultimate goal of prefabri-

cation. This fact should be kept in mind as this method is ai scussed. 

To the layman who is usually r..ot versed in struct'..lral knowled~e 

and does not easily appr·eciate improveme!its of that nnture, the pre-

mot er of prefabri ca.ti on will almost invariably remark that prefabri-

cation is more economical beine a rr~ss production process than the 

present handcraft methods which have been used for r?:any centuries be-

fore the machin'3 P.i:·e. It is f"'"enerelly e.Greed. that A factory-produced 

hou~e woulo. be lees 1 n co.st than on3 constructed b;)' the comn:on con-

ventior:al '.TSthcds. However, so::ne fey; persons ~ill state that fo:m-

dation costs, wiring, pipinc, finish1nr or other si!?:ilar ite~s ~ot 

usually prefqbricated forrr: a sizab>::: .::iortion of the ":"rice of a hc.Jse; 

so --:1ch so that v.ne:i the:: a::-3 added to trar sportatior: costs of finish-

ed parts from " factor~, they offset any ssvi~:. ~d~ittedly, tr~ns-

Dortnti01~ over lo:tt' di stn:-Jcos is 13}.;·,ensi ve wher larre parts '3.re shir·ned 

r:~ost or which n0ed cart>f.ll )rot;;;ctior: fro:-, J11mae:e. To ans·l'er t~is 
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aeo•• .. ry tGr tebrication-ia evaileble iA nearlr every locality, 

iac\ory-produced hou..-• can.· be erected more qllio.k.l;v and •i tn 

iae. lA teot labor wnions tight P4'8f'abr1caUon on. tb.h aooount, tor 

it 1• ~uit• •vident tnet roeD~teoturing method~ woUld ler&ol.Y do away 

•Ub handcrett trade& euob ae skilled oarpenter.t1. M•on,, plasterer• 

aAd otber aiinilar occupatlona. 

Laymen and •veu arch! tecta •ill, ott"a agr6:e th.at pre!tlbi-1.caUon 

1• eooao11ical but are HhEU11entJ.y oppG&ed to it beceuee th1:1:;.' tad that 

an<1 seem tl1.may. Untort®ately the J®.&ement passed on appearance 18 

wb.o pref'er architecture or. a .tredi tiowil nature .ii:h.1le contempQl'8ry 

design 1~ more 11mitable tol'. pretabr1daticu1. Att•pt,a in mesa-product-

ion ot bouae• ha•• otte~ been done with .fixed deaiens and floor plans. 

SW:h a prooedur• will, or coura•, produce lllOillOton, ail111lar to that pt 

the row bQaee. Thia point leads one to the conclusion that individual 

parte manui'•C~rec1 tor e house JlllU•\ .be wiivereal anou.gh in character 

to tit in~o .aAY nwnber or fl.oor pJ.llna. Certainly: t..bis is not nn 1m-

.PO••ibili ty.' 

,portmit reason. 4'h• aTerage individual haa rather aet ideas about 
tn.e 

•he re~uirerDSnt1 he will demand ~· boma and those v~y considerably 

mnong d1rferftflt iudi•iduale. Tb•~• .baa b~an en attack against tbe 

maas-;roduoa<i bouae bacav.se Qt' its lack of flu.1b111ty to meet very11'.,l~ 
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needs. Firs\ attempts were not made on an interchengable p~rt system 

and thus v.•ffe r::lchtfull~· criticized. Eve!l now it is a justifiable 

objectio:0 to m<::1.Ly of the present houses, particularly those desi:>:ned 

in '3 tre.di tional rrode v.hich are fix·3d in form m'3i nly due to the roof-

int: problems that would arise. This is evid2nc,;:; that the flat roof of 

conteTpor~ry arc~itecture is ~ost s~itable for ~chieving flexibility. 

Those in favor of prefabric~tion poi~t o~t th?t factory-produced 

perts C9.n be effj ci e!1tly aesif:neo. P:n: produced resultin:: i:i. a bett,3r 

;::iroduct than the hendicraft house. This C9Il be proven \'.ithout a doubt, 

for surE.~ Ly ;naci1ir:e m~rnfacture produces a :~or3 ';ni forT CO!"l!'!Odi ty than 

h~nd1,1,o-::·K qr.· is certainly <:: f<;st.:ir ~·,ethoci. .:;.s this unir'.:::rrni ty inc.~·e11s-

for a h01.;.sP. could bP testej i:: the laboratory tc deterr::.ne eccurately 

thP.i r stre:igths. This results in a saving in r:u·t rial and therefore 

liehter construction. In turn the layr~ar. attacKs such a prodLlCt es 

flimsy. It does appear so wtan com~ered with past practise, but does 

not prove to be true structurally by test. Jl:lr"tariels whose strength 

9.re :nor.:; depend'.'l.bl.e and fre~: ter for their weii::ht hav .; also brmJ.fht a-

bout lighter c cnstruction. 

Standard ir: terchangable perts will help in meintai nir;e; :;roper u;o-

keep and provides a possibility of at least pnrti ally overcoming o bso-

lescenc~. k1y part cf a house which becomes out of date as do the 

mechanical features so often, only will require replace:cent of a new 

part. Cne's home would then not have to beccme inefficient because 

it did. not take advantage of ner. products as they develop as is usual 

in tne more or less fixad conventional house. And adaitions or ch1-:.;nges 

to a hor;,e wouL1 be more simple ena ecunorLical if the system of prefabri-
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cetion wes also demountable as well as interchangable. 

The efficiency of conventional construction is impaired to a 

very lA.r~e extent by the use of any numbt=1r of p"uts that must be 

cut and 1'1 tted toeether because they differ in dime:1sion. This is 

wasteful of material and labor end suceests the use of a module to 

relate dimensions of build.ing materials. aealizing this need, the 

A..rnerican Standards Association has done a considereble a-r:o:.mt of 

research and experiments with a four inch module. It is to be ap-

plied to present b~ilding material. For the production of the 

parts that make up a house to be an economical factory process, it 

seems that a lare:9r module must be chosen. These parts would also 

have to be reasonably l~rge to eliminate time And l~bor at the site. 

If part<> are small, more labor is required at the site for erection. 

The other extreme would be panels so large they are not convenient 

to handle. J<-lexibili ty of ple..:ning is decreAsed with the incraese 

or the moaule. ::.any opinions on tt:e proper module to usi:: have been 

given in recent years. 

The number of different materials used for the construction of 

a house greatly complicates the deten~ining of the value of prefa-

brication. ~ood is easily worked and shaped anu light enough to be 

used in the production of large units while masonry is too heevy to 

be so employed. Steel is reasonably light, but not easily worked 

without elaborage equipment. ~~as-production methods oueht to per-

mit easy prefabrication of steel, but fitting on the job could not 

be pennitteJ.. Total prefabrication of steel parts at the factory 

would have to be observed. ?~Tasonry parts of poured concrete heve 

been produced on the job with the use of standard forms ~hich , of 
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course, can be used several times. Such construction hes the disad-

van taees of not beine: sal vi,eeablle. ..ood has oee.:i the preferred ma;... 

terial f'or use in experi::•ents in prefabrication. This is due to its 

liehtness and workability. Plywood has been use,i extensively in the 

production of panel units. 

Gften the coirimon pmi~l system of pr,?fabricetion is attAcked as 

beine unsuitable for the insthllation of plumbine, heatine and wiring. 

Cutting into carefully en13in.eered parts would r;.atural ly i::pair their 

structural value. But is this an unsurmountable problem? Two possible 

solutions seam apparent. Either ducts or similar passages could be 

provided for pipinc: and 'K"iring or they could be inte~ral parts of the 

panels. This problem, particularly troubleso!'ne in two story structures, 

ought not to be one which is ~ stumblinc block to the inventive genius 

of this present age. 

Some architects might feel t!iet prefabric~tion will ::iestroy some 

of their residential business. ~hether or net such fears will materi-

alize will depe~1d upon the developrrent of prefabrication. If the pro-

duction of hous~s is mnde to certain stereotyped plans a.r.u designs, 

there may oe cau~e for v.orry. au t this s<~ems unlikely for it wi 11 

prob<ibly not be acceptable to the public whi c~; will dcm<'rnd f'lexi bili ty. 

On the other hand, the use of sta:-;dard p!':rts re~;uires the err.ployment 

of an archi t~ct f'or the .,;oridne: out of a plf:rn to suit the needs of ttie 

client, which cen make use of these ma:H;f'actureci prooucts. He must 

select ar:.J co-ordinate the:n to f;;i ve pleasine: and practical rncults. 

The foundation :roolem v.ill be ai!'ferer.t for ·::ach house and require 

sol.vine;. Until one hundred per cent prefabrication ii:: attained, which 

certainly won't occur suddenly, there will be other details that he 
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may have to include for the proper erection of a house. His work 

will be simplified. Plans and specifications will not be compli-

cated as they are at present. Large st~ndard parts can be erected 

to give a more uniform ~uality to the finished product than was 

possible ~ith smeller units placea by hand methods. His supervision 

of erection will not need to be so exacting because more uniform and 

predictable re~ults can be obtained. It does se~m probable that the 

client may be able to employ architectural service for less than pre-

viously if prefabricated designing does not require so much of a job 

on his part. If factory prefabrication is a more economicel method 

of building and the architects fee is less, will not this mean that 

more pers0ns will be able to afford good housing and s~ek it? Thus 

a loss in the amount of a single fee would be offset by a gain in 

the clientele. 

Upon analysis one will find that unconsciously everything that 

was once produced by hand is becoming a factory-made commodity, even 

houses. Actually one should naturally expect this trend as a result 

of the industrial revolution which brought the machine a~~. A:lly 

number of parts used in residence construction ere stoc~ merchandise 

f1·om a factory. This is tr.ie ot' doors, windows, h1"rclware, all :nach-

anical devices, electrical fixtures, paints and countless othera. 

Unconsciously the house is becoming an assembly of prefabricated parts 

regardless of what anyone may think of the present experiments in pre-

fabrication 

Is not prefabrication the natural result of the industrial revo-

lution w1 th its ensuing machine manufacture? If residence construction 

is, with undirected efforss, gradually being accomplished by mass-
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production :nethous, it seemttirr,e to give thou13ht to the problems of 

prefabrication. With guided ana planned progress in that field, 

benefits from it ought to be forth coming soon. It seems well to 

point out that the automobile, if produced by hand, would be so ex-

pensive that few could afford it. In this case that industry would 

be small and incapable of doing research that has caused a rapid 

succession of improvements to the automobile. Instead, it is a large 

progressive industry which makes its product available to the masses. 

Can an architect boast of this regarding his commodity, housing? A 

new modern home is out of the financial reach of the average wage 

earner. Ytt it is the dream of most individuals. Then can not one 

rightfully expect the building industry to achieve the same progress 

as the automobile industry? To obtain the economies of mass-product-

ion will make the good house available to many more persons. The re-

sulting increase in business wi 11 permit a faster progress in improve-

nents of house design. If the upkeep and depreciation of a house can 

be lowered to approach the costs of the same items for an automobile, 

the building industry may well be proud of its attainment. Since the 

life of a house can b.3 expected to exceed that of the car, the first 

cost of a house may be higher than the price of an automobile. Obse-

lesence often lowers the value of present day products before they 

wear out. In spite ot' this fact, a building will probably for the 

time being, at least, last longer than a car. It naturally follows 

that critics of prefabrication may say that longer life means fewer 

needs of replacement, and therefore the tuilding industry as a fac-

tory enterprise can not become as laree as that of the automobile or 
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even the airplane industry. But putting a home within the fine.ncial 

brackets of the average individual ought to increase the industry by 

a sizable amount. To make definite predictions is impossible since 

the economical value of prefabrication and the market for it can not 

be accurately determined. 

If one is convinced that prefabrication as a factory process is 

the proper method by which the home of the tuture is to be produced 

but does not consider steps necessary for its realization, then he is 

of no benefit in enabling his beliefs to prove themselves. It seems 

proper, therefore, to conclude this discussion on prefabrication by 

considering courses of action required for it to enjoy a successful 

future. 

If a system of interchangable parts i~ to be used, certain rather 

evident problems must be solved. SUch a system would be hard though 

not impossible to roof with a pitched roof. To apply the purely aes-

thetic decoration of the traditional school would be an expense for 

no good purpose. Modern architecture then is the proper expression 

of an "engineered house." In order to sell such a house the general 

public will need to be educated to appreciate the value 01' modern de-

sign as applied to residential architecture. This is a large job, 

for the minority would have the taeK of converting the rmjority. It 

would be well to make designs of standard parts more or less reserved 

for the present and gradually work toward that contemporary design 

which proves itself best; much of it, of course, is not good just be-

cause it is modern. 

Wholehearted co-operation between the various groups that compose 

the building industry is an absolute necessity for the success of ef-
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torts direoted towaJ'Cl pr•tabrioetioa. Tha use.-0! intercbangable 

parta req~irea the edop\ioR ot both a univeraall7 ~~cepted s~andard 

come mechan1.aed hnve adopted s\endard threa4a aJl4 ltaad• tor bolts, 

as. atook door end •1M~JI sizes, lumber thicknesses and ibe like, 

but pretabrieation will require a much ligher degree of standardi-

zatlon then it employs at present. Thia can be accomplished only 

by co-oper~tion, !l.lld ~he result need not be monotony of design as 

some suggest. i~:achine made p.1.oducta with which we are quite fa-

miliar display quite a bit of •ariety. Responsibility tor CO'm-

plete co-ordination re&ts with \he supplier of raw materials, the 

l'll6DUf8CtUrer, ..architect and contractor and 89'8Il the r98l estate 

dealer. 
the 

A troublesome impedi~ent to progreea i• impossibility of using 

the newest methods of construction due to building codes which u1ru-

ally become somewhst obsolete before tn:t7 are chsnged. Sound hou•~• 

can be lighter thAn previous structure•, but codes have set minimums 

arrived ot by sate practise or paat years. Constantly there ia con-

t~versy !Irising over proposed changes or building laws waether 1 t 

be for the benefit ot fectory-tabricetion or not. Thia cauae mus' 

be supported to permit the use or prefabrieAtion systems scientific-

ally engineered. 

There is en ever increedng activity in the field of pretabri-

caUon. Predictions could be made ae to where these efforts migh'\ 

lead, but they would be hard to prove. Only by actual experience 



doee 1' eeem that the tru1'• ot preaen\ endeavors will reveal them-

aelvea. The question at hand demanding an anawer is this. Ia aot 

pretabr1cat1on an evitable resu.lt ot the 1ndustrial1z.ation or rea1-

1'3ace ~.1,d1lJ.&.?. . lt eeema logical to believe that 1' 1•, ill th ich 

case ~- ..,.. •aJ.l .a~ men •114. 'ho•~ ,J"••poa•bl•·. t~ J1Pµfj,114 00-:,_ • 

open.U•ely .d.1nqi gratabr1caiio1i.'• -.ct1v1ty •o .aaaul!j!I 1.; ·Qt -t.ae 
" J ~ , ,~ • •• ' , ~. • " - ' " - - - -
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QHA.Pllf.R 111 

1. The Part o! New Materials and Techniques in Residence Design 
and Construction. 

Much design of recent years .bas been eclectic in its aesthetic 

nature while the underlying structure is more modern. A well-known 

eJCample is the practice of covering a steel skyscraper with heavy masonry 

Gothic forms, which added useless dead weight according to present de-

signers. lihen it is possible, materi.ala are used both structurally and aes-

thetically at the same time in the most recently devised structural systems. 

The "stressed skin" system is one in which the covering material ls a thin 

sheet serving as the finished surface and covering material. It is stretch-

ed over both sides of a frame and acts in tension or compression,as the 

unit ftmctions similarly to a box girder. Design now is tending away from 

applied forms :tor purely decorative purposes :tor such practice is both o! 

no value in a functional sense and is eJCpensive. Instead, the structure 

is designed to use only as much material as is necessary to fulfill the 

structural and covering requirements. Progress in this direction causes 

the materials used for structural and covering purpose to be the aesthetic 

eipression as well. There is an absence of applied decoration. Since 

materials and structural systems are interrelated with the aesthetic design, 

they must be included in a discaseion of residence design and construction. 

Actually an eJCamination of materials should not be limited to those 

that are new. J.:aterials which have been used since civilization began are 

being improved. More desirable properties and an increased control over 

those which a manufactured material will assume are being obtained by man 

in his research directed toward utilizing and improving nature's raw 
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material a. 

As a material can be made more homogeneous it can be trusted to 

have more uniform strengths. If defeots are apt to be present, they often 

impair structurally the material in which they occur. This is one reason 

for the need of a factor of satet1 when stress analysis and structural design 

are undertaken. Homogeneity ls a quality which ls striven for in the produo-

tlon of many materials. 

There ls a tendency toward the use of •engineered" materials instead. 

of natural prod.acts. Wood, for example, is much stronger in tension along 

the grain than across it. To obtain a wood. product whose strength is equal 

in all direotions, pl~ood has been developed. 

Physical properties as well as mechanical properties are being con• 

trolled so that a material will wear better, be a good insulator against 

heat and sound or assume desired textures and colors. 

The trend is now toward materials having combined. in them structu-

ral strength, color and finish, insulating properties or any other desired 

features. One material will serve where before structural members formed 

the core of a blrllding and these were covered by surfacing, insulating, 

waterproof or some other quality of material which might be required. This 

development in the use Of materials aids the tendency to use materials 

which are stronger for their weight, thus, resulting in lighter construc-

tion. There are limits to the possibility of using one material to serve 

many purposes, however. More and more, materials are arriving at the Job 

ready for irmiediate use without any need for,or, at least, for a minimum, 

of cutting and fitting or finishing. 

The adoption of standards has permitted a m ore efficient use of 

materials. A certain grade of wood. may be specified, and the qualit1 of 
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that which will be forth coming can be predicted reasonably acou.rately. 

Metals are made to meet certain strengths. Allowable stresses of design 

are advanced as metals are produced. which are stronger. As standard sizes 

for materials of fixed shape are developed, they can be used with less waste. 

Although it has been used as a building material almost since time 

began, wood has enjoyed a rapid increase in its structurally efficient use 

during recent years. Timber engineering has become an important field. 

Connectors and glues have been developed which permit greater structural feats 

than were formerly possible. As yet they have seen almost no use in resi-

dance construction. Wood is relatively ine.xpensive, strong for its weight, 

easily worked, and a good thermal and sound insulation. These and other de-

sirable properties are responsible for the continued popularity of wood in 

residence building. Recently structural data bas been compiled and made 

available to designers. But one of the most important developments in 

wood research, which is affecting residential work and will continue to do 

so, is that of the reconstruction of wood into new forms. Of greatest im-

portance is the development ot plywood. 

Plywood is the result of attempts to improve the better qualities 

of wood as it e~ists in its natural state and to eliminate the undesirable 

ones. An odd number of laminations are held together by glue with the 

grains of adjacent layers running perpendicular to each other. The thick-

nessea of the layers are scientifically determined so that the properties 

of the plywood may be the same both lengthwise and across its width. Just 

as natural it is: 
1. Easily workable 
2. universally available 
3. Relatively ine~pensive 
4. Easy to finish 
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In addition, it has other desirable qualities not possessed 

by natural wood for it is: 

1. Practically impossible to split 
2. Available in large panels 
3. Equally strong in shear and tension in both 

directions 
4. Stronger per unit of weight than any other 

material 
5. Capable Of being CllrVed 
6. Expansion in both directions is apprOJCimately 

equal. 

Because of its strength plywood is used structurally. The "stressed 

skin" principle of constr\2.Ction which tirst was used by the airplane industry 

bas been employed in the design of plJWOOd panels. The sheets of plywood 

cover a frame,and together these act like a bo~ girder. ~'here plywood. is 

used as sheathing is put to work structurally to produce according to the 

Forest Pro<i\2.Cts laboratory a 40% more rigid structure th~ is possible 

with plank sheathing. .Plywood is also thinner and therefore lighter than 

natural wood, and produces a tighter structure since there are fewer joints 

because it is used in lar~e panels. Erection of large units saves both labor 

and material. But all these advantages are only a few of the many advan-

tages possessed by plywood. Used on a wall, it may serve as the finished 

surface as well as the sheathing and a structural element. Rare woods can 

be veneered on it or plastics or metals may be laminated. to it, forming a 

vermin, fire and waterproof, durable and non-fading sur!aoe, which is also 

washable. Plywood is available in recognized grades suitable for different 

kinds of use. The unifonnity of its structural properties make it more de-

pend.able than natural wood. Phenolic plastic glues have made it waterproof 

and suitable for exterior use. Conventional houses are constructed by systems 

termed as light wood frame construction. Plywood is enjoying an increasingly 

widespread use and is capable of making wood residence construction even 

lighter. Its full range of applications have yet to be determined.. The 
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inmediate future seems to hold a great promise for its use in house construc-

tion. 

The subject of plastics is a fascinating one which is destined. to 

become increasingly important as time goes on. Plastics are non-metallic 

materials capable of being formed or moulded during some stage of their manu• 

facture. Some or the natural plastics which are in conmon use are tar, glue, 

rubber, waxes, and shellac. 

However, the field of synthetic plastics which is a chemical develop-

ment of recent years is of incalculable importance to the in:mediate future. 

They are organic products of the chemical laboratory and can be made frcxn all 

kinds of wastes such as sawdust, as well as coal tar chemicals, petroleum gases, 

natural gases, brine, limestone, air, cotton, and fat products. Hence, they 

will be cheap and easily available. 

Synthetic plastics can be made to assume almost any physical proper-

ties. The chemist, when given specifications for a plastic that is desired, 

can tap an endless variety of organic compoWlds to meet the requirements. 

There are two basic types of plastics, those which are heat-soften-

ing and those which are heat-hardening. The heat-softening variety, which is 

sometimes termed thermoplastic is shaped by heating up to temperatures ranging 

from 130° to 1S0°F. Upon cooling,these plastics set, but may be further 

shaped. by reheating. The other type of plastic, the heat-setting grou.p, can 

be molded by the application of heat and pressure and set permanently upon 

cooling. 

'l'ongue-twisting names are given the different plastics. Literature 

about them giving their physical characteristics and their uses is appear-

ing. The architect shoald be increasing his knor;ledge of them so that pro-

per future u.se can be made of them. 
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At present, synthetic plastics used by the building industry have 

been finished products of the thermo-setU:og variety which are installed 

at the Job. Elamples are switch boz plates, and door knobs. 

Plastics can be made transparent or opaque, of most any color 

which will not fade and is integral with the material, acid, and alcohol 

resistant and will usuallJ wear well. 

It is possible for the architect to make more use of the heat• 

softening plastics which can be worked on the Job. Workman possessing the abi-

lity to shape them are rare, and this is one factor which retards their present 

use. This group of plastics is available in rods, tubes and sheets. 

At present structural data on plastics is not readilJ available to 

the designer who has not been able to use them in this sense. There are 

practicallJ no products of heat-setting plastics which are manufactured to 

be used as a part of the structure. Prefabrication may bring about their 

use as such. As information about the thermo-softening plastics becomes a-

vailable, the architectural e:ogineer may be able to make them an integral 

part of the residence stracture. 

Predictions of the influence that plastics may have on residence 

design are difficult to make because the possibilities are endless. The 

architect should learn more about them, for his imagination will be the means 

by which ideas for their fullest and most efficient uses will be born. 

Metals very strong for their weight are being made that will enable 

the architectural designer to att8Jlll>t more daring structural feats. The pro-

duction of alwninam is being boosted a sizable amount by the present war, 

which will make it more universally available in post ... ar days than it baa 

been in the first fifty years of its manutacture. It may not be the strong-

est structural metal for its weight, however, as the steel indu&trJ has re-

cently developed a boron alloy having a tensile strength of 1,000,000 pounds 
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per square inch. 

Stainless, acid proof,rust or corrosion proot properties are being 

achieved tor metals. 

Metals may soon be emplo1ed both structurally 8Dd. aestheticallJ in 

residences. By utilizing the "stressed skin• principle, they can serve these 

two purposes at once. In this way their most efficient use and a ve7:J light 

structure will be the result. 

Glass is being improved as a means of light control. Until recent 

years it has been a material used in houses ~elusively as a means of letting 

in light and keeping out the weather. Different glass products are available 

now which diffuse or concentrate light. 

Products of glass on the market, which are transparent and are a 

reasonable insulator against heat and cold as well, demand attention. Instead 

of a single thickness window pane, one of two sheets separated bJ an insulating 

air space may be cOD111on in the future. Glass block also performs these two 

functions. 

Glass bloalt is a new familiar product, which can serve as the structural 

bearing wall and be a transmitter of light at the same time, although it is 

usually employed in curtain walls at present. It is an economical, incombusti-

ble and a very strong material. 1lortar has a veI'1 low bond with glass brick, 

which prohibits full use of the structural properties ot the block. Steel 

connectors, which would be its appro~imate structural equal, are making an 

appearance. 

Structural glass has become a common material on store fronts. It 

ma1 see use in home construction where its variety of permanent, colorful 

and easily cleanable finishes are a desirable feature. 
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Glass has also been used as a moisture, vermin and fireproof 

thermal and aco11Stical insulator in spun form. 

Possible uses of glass seem to be nwnerous. New ones are being 

eJCplored and produced constantly. Gradually they will find their way into 

use in residence construction. 

Experimental houses of concrete construction have been built in 

the last few years. Concrete construction, beiDg more eipensive than 

present methods of house construction has been limited in use. Some recent 

activity has been carried out in schemes using precast bloc.ks or slabs. In 

a few of these projects the goal has been shop-prefabrication. Some have 

produced very colorful work. Concrete is a desirable material in that it 

is plastic, vermin and fireproof. Its expense and heaviness are properties 

which are a hindrance to the use of concrete in lighter, more economical 

houses. If these disadvantages can be overcome, the use of concrete in 

residence design and construction should be mu.ch more widespread. 

In the foregoing discussions of materials, it can be noted that 

they are closely linked in many instances with structural and design systems 

and techniques. As materials become stronger for their weight, the possi-

bilities of engineering feats are increased. 

The "stressed skin" principle of construction utilizes a thin cov-

eriDg material in tension or compression over a ligil.t frame. In this way 

the str\1Ctural property of the covering material is put to work while at 

the same time it also serves as a protective covering and a finish which 

adds to the appearance of a buildiI15 as well. By enu>loying one material 

so that all its functions can be used at once, its maximum efficiency is 

obtained. Dead weight is lessened when one material can replace the former use 



of several. This fact and the increasing streDgths of materials will make 

residence construction lighter and ca\l.Se houses to be aesthetically an 

expression of the structural system. Modern arohiteoture bas as one of its 

theories the elimination of the expense and weight involved in building, the 

purpose of which is appearance only. Improved methods of stress analysis 

also add to the efficiency of building. 

Stractural systems are tending to be more organic in nature. Every 

part of the system is related very closely to every other part. The whole 

fits together in equilibrium so that the failure of one part impairs the 

rest of the structure. It this method of design comes into use in residences, 

their character will be altered. In the time-tested post and lintel systems 

the floor and walls rest on the foundations and the roof on the ~hole. Re-

moving an upper member does not cause the lower to fall. This would not be 

the ease in true organic construction. 

Using strong snd weak materials in combination is inefficient, tor 

"a chain is no stronger than its weakest link." Research is directed toward 

the development of materials which have structurallyequ.al joints. 

~odular systems are being tried as a means of standardizing the parts 

of houses. They form a part of the trend toward factory prefabrication. ~a 

is the result of the tendency of building to become industrialized. It will 

be interesting to observe its effect on residential design. 

Built-in furniture and mul tipu.rpose rooms are the products ot de-

si~ers who want to make the maximum use of space. 

The by-word of this age is efficiency. Houses are becoming smooth-

ly working" organized units. They are mechanized for added comfort and e!:fi-

ciency. In the days of the handcraft arts houses were built for displaying 

graddeur and for keeping out the elements. From this they are changing into 

functional units. ThW3 the nature of residences will change as the~ are 



titted to improved standards of liv1ng. 

Progress is usually bogged down by various impediments. Thia 

is also true of the adoption of new materials and techniques of construc-

tion. 14my hindrances are the same as those enumerated as holding back 

prefabrication. Building codes, and the general public are slaw to agree 

to changes. Manufacturers of materials are reluctant to give up establish-

ed and ~rofitable markets of their products in order to make new materials 

whose markets are untried and uncertain. And workmen are not e~perienoed 

in the handling of new materials or in tbe erection of recently innovated 

methods of construction. 

The evolution of modern residential design will take time. Design 

vocabularies mu.st be built up tor the use of new materials and techniques. 

It took the Greeks and Romans many years to perfect their classic orders so 

that the column, entablatlll"e and all other parts would assume the proper 

proportions in their development of the post and lintel system. Only 

patient waiting will tell us precisely what the slowly evolving present will 

produce in the future. 
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~he :Experimental Project 

In order to appreciate fully the problems of prefabrication and 

to help in deciding on its value in residence desi6"Il and construction, a 

project bas been carried out involving such a system of building. 

Several goals as well as certain limitations were observed in its 

development. Above all, the prefabrication system must be flexible. The 

parts must be of a standard nature suitable to use in an endless number of 

floor plans. It was decided to use a s~tem involving the use of plywood 

and new materials that were available. Every idea that was developed was 

to be practical for imnedlate use in tbe building indUStf1. No work was to 

be of the nature of fantastical predictions of the distant future. To look 

very far ahead seemed useless, for usually predictions of the long-view 

type do not materialize and have little value to the present advancement of 

residential work. And too, the public does not readily accept radical ideas. 

New materials were not used very freely. This is partic\llarly true of plas-

tics, for instance. 1'here is often a lack of knowledge about them, particular-

ly those of a structural nature. Sometimes they are not easily available 

and more often workmen are not trained to use them. For these reasons the 

use of new materials in the project is limited to a bare minimum. 

The project ls merely a presentation of a basic scheme for prefa-

brication. An endless variety of parts could be nanufactared to be used in 

such a system. To detail properly that which has been presented would re-

quire shop drawings of every piece of every part. In mass-production no 
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guessing can be done by the fabricators. Plans must be complete. A force 

of persons would be required on drafting alone to produce the necessary 

drawings for putting the prefabrication system into production. The accurate 

structural analysis of the parts has not been attempted; however, this would 

be necessary before production of the system could be started. 

As a 0>'Uide for the development of the prefabrication system a pro-

gram was formulated which would describe a typical family in the United States 

for which a house m15ht be designed. Two floor plans, one a bungalow and the 

other a two-story house were designed. to meet the needs of this family and to 

be capable of erection by t.he same prefabrication system. The bunc;alow was 

used as a basis for detailing the specific parts. 

The program as used for this project follows. 

Xhe Program 

The e~perimental project shall be a residence of prefabricated con-

struction. Every attempt shall be made to incorporate new materials, plywood 

and techniques in the design. ln the development of the i1rojeot the construe-

tion system shall be of standard units capable of mass production and of use 

in several floor plans. This implies the use of a modular design. Low cost 

should be a goal but should not be sought to the sacrifice of a pleasing and 

substantial residence. 

A typical family will be assumed for this project which will consist 

of the following individuals, -

1. The Oiwner who is a yow:ig execative in the employment office 

of a large manufacturing concern. As relaxation from office 

work he indulges in outdoor spo:·t s and works in a garden. 

Indoors he models airplanes, ships or other objects in which 

he might take an interest. 
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2. His Wife enJoys making a comfortable home and has some knowledge 

of and e~perienoe in interior decoration. She shares her huab&lld's 

interest in flower gardening. In the comnunity she maintains as 

active an interest in church and club affairs as she can without 

neglecting the attention due her children. 

3. A son aged 8 1ears, when not in school, usually is occupied in 

outdoor play with his young neighbors. At home he shows some 

interest in his father's models often making juvenile attempts 

himself. 

4. '?he younger child is a daughter aged 4 years, who holds much 

attention from her parents, who spend time keeping a watchful eye 

over her and supply those toys that would amuse such a yom:ig one. 

Floor plans were tried using a 4-foot module. It seemed a little 

large to give the desired flexibility. This dimension is a little large tor 

a door panel and stainrq widths. A bed is too long at twice this module. 

A bathroom 1 by 2 modules was too small while one 2 by 2 modules was too 

large. In view of these difficulties a 3-toot, 4-inch module was tried and 

foUDcl to be much more saUsfacto17. It has been used as the module lellg\h 

of the prefabrication system. 

Since wood, and particularly plywood was to be the material of which 

the prefabrication system was to be made, a wall and root panel and girder 

system seemed upon analysis to be a good one to attempt. The floor panels 

rest on the foundations. Upon them rest all the wall panels. All the panels 

are frames covered with plywood. Girders having plywood webs 8Dd wooden flanges 

are placed on top of the wall panels. They form a support for the roof panels 

which rest on tham and are particularly necessary over openings such as windows 
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and doors. The cuterior ends of the floor panels and the sides of the gird.-

era are enclosed with cover plates to conceal the lag screw used in Joining 

these parts. The baseboard. conceals the screws holding the bott<111 of interior 

wall panels. 

The vertical joining problem was difficult. To permit universal 

use of the wall panels and girders, they bad to be desib""lled so as to allow 

them to be fastened either in a straight line, at right angles, crossing each 

other or as a tee. Joint pieces were developed for these conditions which may 

be nailed and glued with a heat softening plastic glue~ Then by application 

ot heat and the removal of nails and screws, the system is demo.untabJe ma~ing 

the parts salvageable or permitt1Dg easily alterations or repairs to an e~

isting house. An e~amination of the drawings of the joints on Sheet No. 8 

of the project will illustrate the joints in better fashion than can be ei-

plained here. 

All plywood sheets have been installed on cushion strips. This 

practice permits the ply.r;ood to expand and contract as a whole unit separate 

from the frame. The cwshion strips of plywood are nailed to the frame.!he 

sheeis are nailed and glued to the cushion strips. The nailed joints will 

give a bit and allow the plywood panels which are rigidly fastened by the 

glueing of them to the strips to act as one large panel aDd. move to and fro 

independently of the frame. 

One hundred per cent factory prefabrication has not been attempted. 

It would be a radical change frpm the present mode ot building as well as 

a difficult goal to attain. The trim, finished floor, roof, gutter lining 

and mechanical equipment are vut in place after the erection of the parts. 

:ildore efficient prefabricatl on in which these items are integral with the 

finished. parts will evolve in time. 



The plywood may be the interior and &Jtterior wall and ceiling finish. 

It may be painted or be impregnated with plastic. ~ interior may also be 

papered. Shingles, clapboards or even veneer may be applied to the uterior 

1n which case the plJWOo4 should be ot the sheathing grade. Uni ts m&J be 

delivered to the Job with finishes already applied or they may be put on after 

erection. 

Otten panel systems have been criticized as prohibiting the installa-

tion of wires and pipes since cutting into them will impair them structurall7. 

In this s7stem ducts have been provided in the wall panels for vertical passage 

ot wires and small pipes. The girders and roof and floor panels permit hori-

zontal passage of wires and small pipes. Wall alli floor panels ma1 be designed 

to pe?mit the installation of larger pipes where they are needed.. 

The insulation and a moisture barrier of asphalt paint are included 

in the construction of wall and root panels. 

The roof and floor panels which ccme in spans which are a multiple 

of the module dimension are held in line with each other along tbe span by 

wooden splines. At the ends of the spans a spline is not used or needed. 

The space it would occupy is free to allow passage of wires. 

The girders which are available in different module lengths besides 

performing their structural functioD provide easy access to the lag screws 

holding the wall and roof panels and to the wires and pipes that m7 run along 

them. Removing the cover plates does not impair the girders structurally 

and eJ'poses tbe equipment contained in thEID. 

The unusual window panel was the result of an atteDG>t. to design a 

unit. suitable to fulfill tbe use of a window as both a means of letting in 

light and ventilation without having these two functions oonflict. Shutting 

out the light will require the drawing of a shade or blind which will also 
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stop t.be use of an open window as a ventilator when air circulation is 

desired. The weather outside may be inclement so that the opening of the 

window for ventilation will let in rain or snow. undesirable drafts are 

often created by an open window also. By 1)roviding a grille below the win-

dow for ventilation all these undesirable and conflicting features of a win-

dow's use are eliminated. ~he window opens by lowering it into the panel. 

Thus, when it is opened and provides ventilation, the grille at the bottom 

is not needed and is shut off by the window. 

The door panels are merely two jambs and a head which are attached 

to adjacent panels and to the girder above. These three pieces are more 

easily shipped if they are not joined together until they arrive.at the job 

where the joints are simply glued together. 

The "window wall" used on t.be garden side of the living and dining 

areas was an attempt at designing a transparent wall to provide a view alld 

also to illustrate the use of a new product not yet in general use. A large 

piece of "thermopane .. which is a product of Libbey-ONens-Ford composed of 

two panes of glass separated by an air space was set in a frame which is the 

same size as a standard door. These panels may be hinged as a door or be 

stationary. "Thermopane" being a form of double glazing is a means of in-

sulation against the loss of beat through these large glass areas. 

The entrance panel is two modules wide to provide enough spaoe to 

have a front door 3 feet wide. There is also enough room to permit the incor-

poration of a small window with a mail slot below it. 

It was considered to be unwise to have any wall panels over two modules 

wide because th~y would be too bulky for easy handling. All panels designed 

for this particular project are only suggestive. Only the joining systElll and 



panel dimensions are fixed. They may be designed to serve many uses and 

to assume various appearances. 

The bedroom closet design was an effort to make an efficient 

storage space for clothes. The common fault of most closets with which 

everyone is familiar is the necessity of providing space to allow a person 

to enter them to reach all the clothes. The need for this space is created 

by the fact that the door when opened does not expose the entire width of the 

closet giving access to the clothes while the person remains outside. The 

closet as biven on Sheet No. 10 of the drawings of the project fits into one 

square module of space. A larger closet may be obtained by ~sing two adjacent 

to each othur. In the particular design illustrated a door at the front has 

a mirror, lighting fixture, tie pegs and a shoe rack on the inside surface. 

Three drawers occupy the lower middle third of the closet. Short garments are 

hUDg above them and the longer ones are hung at the aides. A shelf above the 

rod. is the bottom of a storage space enclosed by girders on the sides and the 

roof panel above. This design is only representative of any number of variants 

that might be produced. This one meets the needs of a man. Closets for women 

and children would need to be available also. 

lfaturally the ado.1:·tion of such a prefabrication system would change 

the activities of the architect in the solution of a residential design. His 

first step would be the development of a floor plan to fit the module. Trac-

ing paper placed over a 5rid of squares representing the modules at a con-

venient scale simplifies this process. After a satisfactory floor plan bas 

been worked out, parts may be selected from manufacturers' catalogues and. 

schedules made of them for the contractor. Drawings for the foundation and 

the wiring and hasting requirements must also be prepared. 

In the project that is a part of this thesis the floor plan repre-

sents a dimensionless workillb drawing which has been placed on the module grid. 
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The lines of the grid have been numbered horizontally and lettered vertically. 

~he numbers and letters fonn a code system by which the parts on the plan can 

be determined by looking up the corresponding code numbers Oil the schedules. 

In numbering the wall, window and door panels the letter or number of the 

line which crosses one of its ends is given first. Then the number or letter 

of the line along which it lies is given. The final number or letter repre-

sents the line which crosses the other end. The roof and floor panels and 

the closets are indicated by giving the numbers or letters of the 4 lines 

which enclose them in order as they occu.r as one goes around the panel in either 

a clOOkWise or counter-clockwise direction. Besides the ccxle numbers the 

schedules may ~ive the type of the part, the 10Jlgth or span in modules, the 

manufacturer and his catalogue number and any ranarks that might oe required. 

The schedules Of the project are rather sinJple compared to those that would 

be required or encountered in actual practice. lf the finish is integral 

with the panel and changes with various rooms, more entries will have to be 

made. ·,~1th a large variety of parts available more differing ones would pro-

bably be used. In scheduling parts for the project each type is listed with 

the code numbers of those of that varticular type that occur on the plan 

in the order of the letter that is gresent in each oode number. That is, a 

part having an A in its code number would precede one whose number contained 

a .B. 

lt ~~11 be noted that the roof and floor panels usu.ally have the 

same code numbers. 

The author has been pleasantly surprised to l~arn that a few lay-

men who have seen the ~roject have often expressed a hearty ap~roval of such 

a scheme. lt presents only the rudiments of a prefabrication system but 

seems capable of further development to enable it to be successfully pro-

duced and marketed. Of course, it will experience the usual difficulties 



enoolllltered in the establishing of new ideas. 

Footnote: 
li.onrad Wachsmann and Walter Gropiu have recently devised a 
prefabrication system involving a 3-foot,4-inch mod~le and 
a universal joining system. 

See: Prefabrication System for Architects: 
.Konrad Wachsmann and Walter li-ropius: 

by Herman, Herry. 
Pencil Points, April, 1943, pg. ~6. 



CQNCL!JSIQN 

This investigation has no pretense of being a complete presen-

tation of the effects of prefabrication, materials and structural methods 

on residence design and construction of the future. Attention .bas been 

given only to possible, iDDnediate developments. It seemed best to be prac-

tical rather than to sgggest any fantastic predictions ot the distant 

future. 

Civilization suddenly had its slowly progressing agrarian and 

craft society disturbed. by the industrial revolution. Man has been re-

q~ired to change quickly to machine methods of the production of commod.-

i ties, specialized labor, capital, and also many new conveniences which 

raise the standard. of living. But man adjusts himself to changes by an 

evolutionary process which is much slower than those which are revolution-

ary. 

Factory prefabrication seems to be the ultimate result of the 

mass-production processes of the industrial age. Residences will, yes, 

they even are becoming more and more an assembly of factory-made products. 

New products and methods of construction will continue to appear. 

The building field has yet to change completely from the handi-

craft methods of an agrarian society to the machine methods of the present 

age. When will the change be complete? Ollly time will tell. We will 

always experience cha.IJt,"9 1 however, for it is an essential elezmnt of 

pr0gress. 
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Architectural Forwn, April, 1939, pg. 233. 

Materials -

llaterials !or Tomorrow - A series o! articles on chemistry, plastics, 
concrete, wood a:ad furniture; 

Pencil Points, Jan. 1943, pg. 32. 

Bew Materials bJ' Ra111ond v. Parsons; 
Architectural Forum, .Mar. 1939, pg. 158. 

llew Fabrication ltlethods Influence Building by Prof. Ralph E. Winslow; 
Architectural Record, Mar. 1939, pg. 76. 

Trelld.a in the Deftlopment in Building lliateriala b7 1411ton Lowenthal: 
Architectural Record, Jla1 1939, pg. 79. 

Reintoroed Brick llasolll'1; 
Architectural Forum, Nov. 1939. pg. 367. 

Arohiteotural Concrete Slabs; 
Arch1tect11ral Forum, Feb. 1940, pg. 101. 



1oncrete in Buildi?Jg Design; 
Architectural Record, Oct. 1939, pg. 61. 

Data on Glass; Pittsburgh Corning Glass Block; 
Architectural Forum, Feb. 1938, pg. 30. 

Glass Block; 
Architectural Forum, May, 1940, pg. 327. 

Glass - Structural Materials of Tomorrow by Dr. Jaroslav Polivka; 
Architectural Record, Feb. 1939, pg. 65. 

Insulated Glass; 
Architectural Forum. Sept. 1938, pg. 18. 

Plastics and Architecture by Morris Saunders; 
Architectural Record, Jul7, 1940, pg. 66. 

Plastics for Architecture by E. F. Langee; 
Pencil Points, June, 1939, pg. 395. 

Plastics in Building; 
Architectural Forum, June, 19'l0, pg. 413. 

J.. Material of Versatility - Porcelain Enameled Iran Sheets 
by D. H. Grootenboer and Don Graf; 
Pencil Points, liar. 1939, pg. 181 

Steel; 
Architectural Record, April, 1941, pg. 73. 

lievi val of 1\food as a Building .Material; 
Architectural Record, Dec. 1939, pg. 63. 

MOdular Systems -

~ Integrated. Rouse; 
Architectural Forum. April, 1937, pg. 38. 

llodels - Modular Units by Ra~ond Parsons, 
Architectural Forum, April, 1939, pg. 241. 

Modular :Design; 
Architectural .Forum, July, 1941, pg. 31. 

Planning Units for House Design; 
Architectural Record, ~. 1939, pg. 87. 

Prefabrication System for Architects: Konrad ~achsmann and Walter 
Gropius, by Herman lierry; 
Pencil Points, April, 1943, pg. 36. 
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. Construction With Pl1W0od. by Oscar Fisher; 
2encil Points, Bov. 1939, pg. 751. 

Pl19ood; 
Architectural Formn, Mar. 1941, pg. 197. 

Residential CoJ'18truction with PlJWOocl by Oscar Fisher; 
Part ls Job - Prefabricated Spteua; 

.Architectural Record, May, 1938, pg. 91. 
Part 2s Shop-Prefabricated Systems; 

.Architectural Record, June, 1938, pg. 75. 

Prefabrication -

Cities While 1ou ~ait by Walter Gordon; 
Pencil Points, April, 1943, pg. 48. 

Bzperimantal House No. 2. Johll .B. Pierce Foundation; 
Architectural Forum, April, 1940, pg. 226. 

also llay, 1940, pg. 367. 

Jlaisons Pretabriquaes; 
L'Architecture d'~uJourd'hat, 

Feb. 1939, pg. 5,. 
Bew Demountable Houses (T.v~.J. 

Pencil Points, June,1941, pg. 397. 

PrefabrioatiOD; 
Architectural Forum, Feb. 1938, pg. 165. 

Prefabrication Pattern bJ Saimiel Paul; 
Pencil Points, April 19~, pg. G6. 

Prefabrication System tor Architects; Konrad Vachamama and iialter Gropius; 
bJ Hel"D8n Herry; 

Pencil Points, April, 1943, pg. 36. 

The Promise ot Prefabrication by Geo. w. Tr&Jer; 
Arch! tectural Forum, liar. 1939, pg. 157 

Residential Construction With PlJWOod by Oscar Fisher; 
Part 1: Job..i'abricated Systems; 

Architectural Record, ~. 1938. 
Part 2s Shop fabricated Systems; 
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Pencil Points, June, 1942, pg. 63. 
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